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For this new year, Crestview is going to focus on being a family, serving
as a family, and strengthening our families. At a time when families are
under the attack, I see this emphasis as vital to our church and our
youth. The question I have for you is, how can I better serve your family?
Think about this and let me know your thoughts. I very much appreciate
you and your family. I look forward to all that God has in store in 2014!

UPCOMING EVENTS

January 2014

DNow Impact Weekend
On 1/31/14 from 6:00PM to 12:00PM
It's time for our DNow weekend!!! This is always one of the highlights of the year for our students and they
can still join us. Please go to www.crestviewokc.org for more details. 

World Changers
On 07/11/14 at 8:00AM to 07/20/14 at 12:00PM
This year we are heading to Chattanooga, TN for our summer mission trip. We currently have one or two
spots left. If your student plans on going, I need to know ASAP.



SnapChat and the Ostrich Parent
By Jonathan McKee

You’d think the recent news about SnapChat would be enough to finally convince parents to step in and hit the DELETE
button, right? So why is it 72 percent of parents are simply sticking their heads in the sand and just “hoping for the best”?

Most of us already knew this popular mobile app SnapChat was dangerous for young people. If you read my warnings about
the app long ago, then you realized it was not only a convenient little tool for sexting, but it also provided teenagers with a
false sense of “lack of accountability.” The pictures “vanish”… don’t they?

A recent lawsuit amongst the SnapChat creators has revealed even scarier facts about this social media tool. The creators
(who turned out to be rather creepy) invented the app uniquely for sexting. And the status of these “vanishing” pictures is
questionable. SnapChat says they delete the images right away, but there’s more and more evidence that they don’t.
I wonder if that makes “Emily” think twice about snapping that revealing selfie and sending it to her boyfriend?

Social media expert Adam McLane stirred up quite a dust storm with his sobering post, Why You Should Delete Snapchat.
Adam resolved, “I’ve never seen a more dangerous application targeting teenagers, specifically girls, than SnapChat.”
Are parents listening to this advice?

The majority of parents I’ve been talking with about this sound like the parents that internet security company McAfee
surveyed this summer. In this study the bulk of parents claim to have had conversations about online safety (71%), but only a
minority of kids confirm this to be true (44%). I frequently encounter these parents at my parent workshops. They convince
themselves their kids are safe. I call these Ostrich parents, with their heads in the sand.

Do these parents forget what they were like when they were teenagers? Do they remember their own capacity to sneak?
Today’s kids probably aren’t very different. 69% of the young people surveyed admitted they take measures to hide their
online behavior from their parents.

I’m sure these parents would do something if they only knew… right?

Sadly, the same study revealed 74% of parents said, “they don’t have the time or energy to keep up with everything their
kids are doing, and 72% said they are overwhelmed by modern technology and just hope for the best.”
Hope for the best?

Really? That’s all we got?

We need to pull our head out of the sand and begin having more conversations about some of these important decisions our
teens and tweens are facing daily. Don’t overreact, but interact. Have the conversation.

Today, for many parents, the conversation probably should start with SnapChat.

http://www.jonathanmckeewrites.com


Be a Jesus Coach for Your Kids
By HomeWord.com

When I first began mountain biking, I quickly found it was not like the type of bike riding I did when I
was a kid. It’s not “jump on the bike and ride all day.” It’s much different! There are so many
moving parts like front and back sprockets, brake levers, and multiple shifting systems. Add to this
the extreme terrain, and it gets very confusing.

Today, I own most of the gear that is “required” for the sport. Basically, I have everything needed
except for…the needed skills and the personal coaching.

On a recent ride I began to think about how little I know about this sport. I really need a
coach/mentor. I have so many technical questions. I’m not always sure when is the best time to
shift on different slopes. I have front shocks that need to be adjusted based on the terrain and I
don’t have the slightest idea what to do. My list of “how to” questions could fill pages.

As I was riding and thinking about my need for a mountain bike coach/mentor, I began to think about
the teenagers in our homes and the process of faith development. What are we doing with all their
questions about following Christ? Do we even know the questions they’re asking (or not asking)?
Or, do we assume they’ll catch everything about Jesus as they begin their “ride with him”?

Much like I need a riding coach, teenagers need a “Jesus coach.” While mountain biking is much
more complex than “jump on a bike”…so following Jesus is much more complex than a simple “go
to church.”

Could it be that we, as parents, have become good at getting kids involved at church…but we’re not
so good at coaching them on how to walk with Jesus? I fear that if they don’t know how to walk with
Jesus, when they graduate from high school and go on to college and their adult lives, they will also
graduate away from church and perhaps even Jesus.

Some questions: (1) Do your kids know that you want to coach them in the ways of Jesus? (2) Do
they know they can ask simple questions and have a confidence that you will care enough not to
laugh at their questions? (3) Do they know that in you, they have someone to “ride with” even
though they struggle and occasionally fall?

Jesus spent most of his time with the few, pouring into their lives. I'd like to suggest that your "few"
are living within the walls of your home. They don’t need to be told to "go to church," they need you:
a coaching, listening, loving, and caring you.

http://homeword.com


Teens’ Social Media Can Hurt College Chances
By HomeWord.com

If your teen is normal, she or he is thoroughly engaged in using social media. But
it’s likely that neither you nor your teen has thought much (if at all!) about how all
of these social media posts might affect their chances of being accepted to the
college of their choice. It turns out this may be something worth considering.

According to new research from Kaplan Test Prep, colleges are increasingly
searching for applicants' names on the Internet as part of their review. Kaplan
found that 30 percent of admissions officers say that they had Googled an applicant
or visited their social networking profiles. It’s a significant increase from previous
years, according to a college admissions expert at Kaplan.

Many college applications are now digital, and this makes it easier for admission
personnel to do online research on the applicant while reviewing a student’s
application.

Many colleges aren’t sharing how they weigh the information they find while
researching applicants online, likely fearing a potential backlash from applicants
believing they aren’t being treated equally or fairly.

What is known: Some colleges are searching applicants’ social media profiles and
Kaplan found that almost 50 percent of students said they were “not at all
concerned” about online searches hurting their college admission chances.

Parents should talk to their teenagers about the potential for the long-term affects of
their social media posts.

http://homeword.com


Pass a Legacy of Faith to Your Kids
By HomeWord.com

The thought of passing on a legacy of faith from generation to generation sounds great, but where
does a parent begin? As a starting point, try thinking about the spiritual, relational, physical,
emotional, and mental characteristics of your life. Then, ask yourself what kind of legacy do you
want to leave with your children in these five areas of life? Following, you’ll find some goals you
might want to pursue. As you review them, feel free to add more specific practical ideas of your own.

• Spiritual: To love and obey God, teach integrity, value involvement in a church, grow in faith, learn
and live by the Bible, develop a biblical worldview, be a disciple of Christ, serve others.

• Relational: Times of fun and laughter, family bonding vacation times, recreation times together,
ability to resolve conflict with family member, listening skills, how to treat the opposite sex,
developing lasting friendships, investing in the lives of others.

• Physical: Eat healthy foods, manage stress, exercise, financial integrity and stewardship,
cleanliness and health issues, how to work hard, how to budget your financial resources.

• Emotional: Build healthy friendships, find times of rest and replenishment, build confidence and a
healthy self-image, build trust and unconditional love, develop character traits such as discipline,
perseverance, courage, and purity.

• Mental: Read good books, learn new skills, write and discuss ideas, discover how to think
critically, become skilled at planning, learn decision-making skills.

These are good starting points for identifying what you want to teach your children. However, try
hard not to overwhelm them or be overwhelmed yourself. Something is better than nothing, and
those who don’t aim at anything won’t find their way.

Remember that your words are important, but they can only go so far. So much of the work of
passing on a legacy of faith takes place when we model it ourselves and believe in our children. To
do that, we must make sure that we as parents are working on these same issues within our own
lives. It will take a plan, intentionality, and help from above. But I believe you can lead the way for
your children and make a generation difference for lifetimes to come.

http://homeword.com


Teens Accepting Marijuana Use as Normal Behavior

By HomeWord.com

The 2013 Monitoring the Future survey reflects a growing trend toward teen acceptance of
marijuana use as a normal part of American culture.

The annual report is based on surveying high school seniors, 10th graders and 8th graders in
American public and private schools. The current report is based on the responses of 41,675
students.

According to the report, fewer teens see marijuana use as harmful, and more are smoking it. Teen
marijuana use has been increasing since 2008 after a decade of decline. About 40% of high school
seniors view smoking marijuana as harmful, down from 44% last year, and from 75% nearly two
decades ago. Overall, about 25% of high school seniors reported smoking marijuana in the month
before taking the survey, and 36% reported smoking in the past year. Among sophomores, 18% had
smoked in the past month, and 30% in the past year. About 12% of 8th graders smoked marijuana
in the past year.

It seems likely that with multiple states embracing the use of marijuana for medical purposes, and
with both Colorado and Washington states legalizing recreational use, that a cultural shift is
happening in the United States towards embracing marijuana use as normal, if not legal, behavior.

Cultural norms aside, a number of studies in recent years have found that teen marijuana use can
result in long-term or permanent brain impairment, due to the developing state of the adolescent
brain.

Now What?
• Assume your teen will be exposed to recreational marijuana use.
• Do homework on the effects of marijuana both in general and on teens.
• Learn the signs of marijuana use in teens.
• Make discussing marijuana use a topic of discussion with your teens. Ask them about the attitudes
concerning marijuana use among their friends and peers.
• Set clear expectations and consequences on marijuana use.

http://homeword.com


5 New Year’s Resolutions Your Family Can Live With

By HomeWord.com

It’s been said that a New Year’s resolution is something that goes in one year and out the other.
Maybe this is why many people don’t participate in the annual ritual. One survey found that 55% of
Americans either never or only infrequently set New Year’s resolutions and that only 8% of
Americans are always successful in keeping their resolutions. With odds like that, why bother?

So, what if we reset the “resolutions” bar at a reasonable height? It just might make a difference.
With the right attitude going in, the following five “just for today” resolutions can help to get your
family’s 2014 off to a positive start. Whether you try one or all, these are resolutions that most
everyone has a good shot of accomplishing – something that your family can live with. As you
succeed, you might even end up incorporating some of them into your family life and identity.

Five Resolutions for 2014
# 1: Just for today, I resolve to pray. This doesn’t have to be difficult. Sometime during the day, just
say a short prayer. Thank God for something, or praise God for something, or tell God you love Him,
or confess something to Him, or ask Him for something, or ask Him for something for someone other
than yourself.

# 2: Just for today, I resolve to say, “I love you” to someone. It’s really not hard, and if you try, you
really can find the moment it takes to say it, email it, text it, or show it. There are few sayings more
powerful in the life of another than these three little words.
 
# 3: Just for today, I resolve to appreciate the world around me. Take a moment or two to smell the
roses, or look at the blue sky (or clouds, or rain, or snow, or ocean, mountains, trees… you get the
picture) and let the beauty of the world God created roll over you.

# 4: Just for today, I resolve to read from the Bible. No length requirements and no reading plan
here. Today, just take some moments to read something from God’s word. Whatever you do here, it
will be good for your life and your soul (See Psalm 119:105).

# 5: Just for today, I resolve to spend some time with my family. The breathless pace we live life is
breaking families apart. So today, give your family the gift of your presence. It doesn’t have to be
complicated. Just make some space in your day to be with your family.

http://homeword.com


Parenting 17-year-olds Like 18-year-olds
By Jonathan McKee

The last 6 months I’ve been conducting a little experiment; but, instead of using rats… I used my daughter.

No, I didn’t cage her, send her through a maze and reward her with pellets. I did something a little more drastic in most
conservative parenting circles: I freed her from all rules and restrictions at age 17½.
Some of our friends thought we were nuts, and at times… we wondered. But we refrained from retightening our grip.

This week my daughter turned 18, and I’m absolutely fascinated with what I’ve learned in the last year. For the last 6
months she’s had the freedom to hang out with whoever she wants, go where she wants, and stay out as late as she wants
(this sounds like a Miley Cyrus song). The results were amazing!
Our theory was basically this: Start strict, and loosen up as our kids get older, eventually freeing them from all boundaries by
age 17½. We figured, they can do whatever they want when they’re 18 anyway, so why not get there six months early while
they’re still under our shadow? (Doug Fields and I now teach this as a parenting workshop, based on our workbook.)

Well, now my daughter is 18, so some of what was just “theory” has been truly tried and tested in my home. So I thought I’d
share with you some of our observations over the last few years:
During the early toddler years, my kids didn’t notice we were strict. They grew up learning, If they say it, they mean it!

Any progress we made toward open communication and making them feel safe was thwarted by my angry outbursts, an
overreaction to their mess-ups. “I better not tell Dad, because he’s just gonna flip out!”
As our kids grew into their teens, we had to be proactive and literally force ourselves to ‘release the grip’ and let them make
decisions instead of us making all the decisions for them. “Dad, can I download Lady Gaga?” “No!… I mean… let’s take a
look at her lyrics and tell me your thoughts.”
By the time my daughter was 16 and then 17, we began letting her make big decisions, like, “Can I go to the Homecoming
Dance?” We’d tell her, “You make the decision, then let’s talk about it and see how you think it turned out.”

By the time 17½ came, “no rules” wasn’t such a big deal. She had been making most decisions by herself by then anyway.
She was actually in Uganda on a missions trip the day she turned 17½.
Once she was 17½, she kept asking us permission to go places. I would always have to remind her, “You can do whatever
you think is best.”

Discussions with us were no longer about trying to convince us to give her permission—she already had that. Now
conversations were about what she was learning from her decisions, good and bad.
I actually haven’t disagreed with any decision she made in the last 6 months.
Now she’s 18… and it’s really not much different around here. 

How about you? Are you preparing your kids for the day when they will have to think for themselves?

http://www.jonathanmckeewrites.com


Does My Daughter Dress Slutty?
By Jonathan McKee

Most parents of teenage girls have one struggle in common: the consistent battle over wardrobe!
A mom recently shared with me the difficulty of monitoring her daughter’s wardrobe. She divulged, “We finally decided, no
Yoga pants out of the house.”

As the father of two daughters, I laughed. “I just had the yoga pants battle last week with my daughters. We established, only
if they were wearing a sweater that completely covered the butt. But then when they were trying on sweaters, the argument
was whether the butt was truly covered or not.”
She rolled her eyes. “We went through the same thing last Tuesday.”

Today it’s yoga pants; tomorrow it will be v-necks. The battles might look a little different, but it’s the same war. The difficult
part is discovering the balance between being over-protective and overly permissive. The goal would be to create some
realistic guardrails that equip our daughters to begin making these decisions for themselves.

So what are fair and “realistic” wardrobe guardrails for our daughters? After all, any parent of a teenage girl will attest, it’s
difficult to shop for our girls today.

We have some good friends at our church who raised three amazing daughters, all gorgeous. Their mom wasn’t
overprotective with them in any way, but at the same time, taught them modesty. In the mornings, her girls would often find
themselves trying on an outfit and asking, “How’s this look?” or, “Is this too revealing?” One of the phrases this mom would
always use was, “Reach to the sky, then touch your toes. If anything shows… it goes.” In short, if too much skin was exposed
when they reached up or bent over… the outfit wasn’t appropriate.

Her girls always dress fashionable, but modest. I asked their mom her trick. She simply replied, “We’ve mastered the art of
layering.” If a sweater’s v-neck is too low, then they add a cami or a tanktop. Skirt too revealing? Add tights. Layering
usually does the trick.
My wife Lori and I have definitely gleaned some wisdom from this family. But reaching for the sky and touching your toes
doesn’t cover everything. What about bathing suits in the summer time? What about leggings and yoga pants? 

The appropriateness of bathing suits will always create an interesting discussion in Christian circles, and these often vary by
geography. People who grow up on a California or Florida beach have seen bikinis since the day they were born. I’ve made
it simple with my girls. They can wear bikinis with family and their girl friends. But when their teenaged guy friends are
around…it’s one-pieces or tankinis.
None of these rules are rules “just because I said so.” I regularly talk with my girls about how visually stimulated guys are. I
point out “sexualization” in the mall and in the media, using every opportunity to talk with them about true beauty.
Furthermore, I let them know that “sexy” is not bad. God made sexy, and someday their husband is going to love their
sexiness as well as many other qualities. But they don’t need to advertise that to everyone right now.

The key to all of this is frequent conversations where parents have the opportunity to instill Biblical values.

http://www.jonathanmckeewrites.com

